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Dansville's

Dansville Central School District has had therapy dogs in the school for many years. They are in many
classrooms and the library. We can see the improvement of attitude on our students faces when they
are walking around school. Statistics show that being around dogs changes a person's mood when they
are stressed or upset about something.

Alisha Sharp is a special education teacher in the highschool. She has three golden doodles trained to
be therapy dogs and takes one of them named Rory, over to the elementary school to help students,
along with helping high school students. Mrs. Sharp says that when dogs have a positive attitude and
overall calm persona it improves the impact that a dog may have on someone. Along with interviewing
Mrs. Sharp, I had the opportunity to meet with Dr. Alioto and Mr. Fraizer to gain their input on therapy
dogs in the school. This allowed me to gain more information through a professional point of view.
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Before bringing a dog into the school there are many steps
to take. These steps include meeting an age requirement
of one year old, Canine Test and to be approved by the
board. In order to be approved you have to submit in
writing your interest in having a dog in school to Dr. Alioto
and schedule a meet and greet with the dog.

   All requirements must be met before a dog is allowed to
work in the school. They need a clean bill of health; they
can not be under weight or over weight. They have to be
on a leash at all times and have to be able to work with
students that have special needs. Also dogs that want to be
in the school have to listen to commands on the first try, if
they can not do this they are rejected right away. Lastly
they need to be board certified: meaning that they must
pass all American Kennel Club tests. For example, there is
a test known as Canine Good Citizen where dogs must be
able to accept a friendly stranger and be friendly with other
dogs. Before coming to the school they have to be certificed
through New York State.

Therapy dogs are used as emotional and social support for
students in school whether that be in the primary,
elementary or high school. They provide a safe environmet
for students to have an outlet and brighten anyones day
who sees or interact with them. Based on where they are
located in the school, 7th graders have the most impact
from the dogs along with students with special needs. But
are great impact on everyone. There is a dog located in the
library, that allows for everyone to see it. If a student wants
to be effected by a dog they chose to be effected.

Teachers have been reporting that dogs make an overall
postive impact in the classrooms and in council sessions.
Dogs provide a sense of ease in the school: stress levels are
lowered and mindset is changed when students are having
a rough time.

The Board decided that it would be a good impact to have dogs in the school.
Dr. Alioto, the superitendent, and a few others visted a nearby school that had
approved of having dogs in the school: Palmyra Macedon. They were able to go
there and see the environment of the school with dogs around. They observed

the impact and decided it was something we needed at Dansville Central Schools.
As of this year we have six dogs in the schools.

Mrs. Kubrich is a special education teacher located in the
high school. In her class when students have an impact from
the dogs, it shows a sense of responsibility. In the
elementary and primary school they are also used for
responsibility and as a reward for kids when they do not
want to do their work or are miss behaving. Dogs in the
school produce the same environment as a dog at home.
They are reducing stress and anxiety which helps the brain
to learn better, allowing students to be confident in
academics that they struggle with. The dogs also promote
postive behavior.

I was able to interview Mrs. Sharp to learn about what dogs
into the therapy dog process. When choosing a dog it is
not able the breed or age of the dog, it is about the
personality they have. Training is better started as a
younger age because they are able to pick up good habits
and there is no worry about trying to break bad habits like
there is with older dogs. The key part in training is having
constitancy. Starting a dog with a trainrt is also benefical
because they are able to work with them without having
the typical owner to dog connection, but the owner needs
to keep up the same work to allow the dog to not become
confused.

There have been many benefits to having dogs in the school.
Teacher report that when a dog is in a classroom it brings
with it a postive attitude making the students have an
increased desire to learn. As well as they are a outlet
without any judgement being given. Not only are they at
school Mrs. Sharp is the modified softball coach so she
allows her dogs at practices. She says that is brings a desire
to be there, and bring fun and postivie enegry without
taking away from practice time. Therefore therapy dogs
are an overall postive addition to the Dansville Central
School District.
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